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Club Night Theme: Finally - A good old catch up with
mates…. ”Socialising Restart”
Club Themed Flying Day: Anything Scale, big or small we’re happy
with it all.
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Presidents Report
Grant
One month into winter and the weather has
turned into the anticipated cold and wet we
were expecting. Maybe some frosty days will
be on the way soon? In the meantime more
workshop time seems to be the order of our
weekends at present, not that we’ve had much
spare time for building over the last three
months ah!! I’ve been out to the field a couple
of times during the month and had a couple of good flights plus a
handful of flights with other club aircraft (thanks Sel & Gordon). Back
in the workshop and with the lack of a decent float plane I have jumped
back on to finishing off my all glass Cessna that was prefabricated by
Lyndon. The retrofit of Warrens FU24 Fletcher is on hold whilst the
floatplane gets done as we now have tentative dates set for our float
plane events for the rest of the year…read further on.
Club nights are back. Yes we are back into club night action with our
first meeting since March. This will be a catch up night for socialising
and sharing what we’ve all been up to. Please bring along those finished
planes and the in progress projects that you have been working on. Let
us hear those covid build stories, especially anything you’ve learnt over
that time, failed at badly or if you’ve encountered one of those eureka
moments. There will also be a handful of pics to show from the last few
weeks. So come along for a evening of light entertainment provided by
your fellow club mates.
Junes themed monthly flyin was for showing off our covid builds,
rebuilds and repairs. The weather wasn’t too bad and there were a good
number of members at the field. Gordon gave me a fly of his new twin
electric semi scale model which I had to admit in front of Wayne, flew
really “sweet” But rest assured I won’t be moving to the Electric side
just yet, I still need the smell of Av Gas in the morning!
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Av Gas or Electricity – That is the question ?
This month’s club Themed flyin event on Sunday 12 July is titled
“Anything Scale”. No, we don’t care what you bring along for a fly so
long as it looks a smidgeon like its full size counterpart. There are plenty
of scale models being flown recently so it shouldn’t be too difficult to
fill up the pits with scale models. Of course you can still bring all those
other models along too if you so desire.
Float Plane events. Yes we have had a late start to the years float plane
events but the dates have now been set and we are currently waiting for
the District council to stamp their approval on the dates ( Aug 2, Sep 27
& Nov 22). All three events have been planned for Lake Kainui (D) at
Horotiu, so pencil these onto your calendar of things to do and cross
your fingers for council approval.
Well I don’t have much else to comment on this month, other than I
hope to see you at club night. So with that I will leave you with the
gentle reminder of…Lets be careful out there!
Cheers
Grant
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From the Treasurer
Alan
Wearing his treasurers hat
Just a reminder please that if you change
your address, email or phone numbers
please advise me.
I need to update all details to MFNZ.
Cheers

And now Alan on the more fun stuff:
I purchased a Sig kit of a Seaplane and am currently attempting to get it
built before our next floatplane day.
I have not built from a kit for a while and find it quite enjoyable.
I must say that the die cut lazer pieces are extremely good .
This model has a wing span of 60.5 inches and will fly with a .46 size
motor which is on a pod on the wing.
The fuel tank is fully enclosed in the pod so I’m hoping that nothing
goes wrong otherwise I will then have to cut into the pod to replace the
tank.
This model has the option of putting an undercarriage on so that it can be
test flown at the field. I have done this and the floats can come off for
land flying.
Enclosed is a photo where I am up to at the moment.
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Alan’s soon to be Float Plane, courtesy of SIG and elbow
grease
__________________________________________________________

For any WWI
enthusiast a visit
to The Vintage
Aviator museum is
a must.
I have lots more
photos if anyone is
interested…..Ed.
1917 Albatros DV.a
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Aircraft I Dream About— DH.53
Humming Bird
Bruce Pickering

I don’t suppose I’m alone in having an interest in the early de Havilland
aircraft; like many models, they were simple designs built from wood
and fabric. A true aviation pioneer, Sir Geoffery de Havilland, along
with colleague Frank Hearle, designed and built their first aircraft
powered by an engine designed by Geoffery. It is claimed that at this
stage neither of them had even seen an aircraft before! Unsurprisingly,
their first effort crashed on the initial attempt due to instability.
Undeterred, de Havilland salvaged the engine and 9 months later in
September 1910, he successfully flew their second design. Thus began
the enterprising and innovative series of successful aircraft to carry the
de Havilland brand.
Starting with the DH.1, de
Havilland
consecutively
numbered each design, up to at
least the DH.146 (later to
become the BAe 146). In 1923
they produced two DH.53s as
entrants in the Daily Mail
competition for light aircraft.
One was named Humming Bird,
the other Sylvia. Although not
winning any prizes, they gave
such promising performance
that the RAF ordered eight of
them, for communications and
flying practice.
In keeping with contemporary
de
Havilland
practice,
construction was primarily of wood. With a wingspan of 19.7m and a
length of 5.99m the aircraft had a maximum takeoff weight of 256kg,
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qualifying it as an ultralight. Originally powered by a Douglas 750cc
motorcycle engine, the production models were fitted with Blackburn
Tomtit two cylinder engines in V configuration. It cruised at 97km/h
(maximum speed was 117km/h) and had a range of 241 km. It reached a
respectable ceiling of 4570 m.

In 1924 eight aircraft were supplied to the Air Ministry, three were
exported to Australia, one to Prague and one to Russia. The last two
aircraft belonging to the RAF were used in experiments involving
launching them from airship R-33 and then recovering them in the air.
The last two RAF Humming Birds were used in experiments which
involved launching them from the airship R-33 and recovering them in
the air.
In all 15 were built, and named Humming Bird, after the first prototype.
Three aircraft, fitted with Blackburn engines, were exported to Australia.
A writer by the name of Jim Fullarton says “they had long, if somewhat
chequered lives.” After serving for six years with the Department of
Civil Aviation, Fullarton says “they were sold to the Aero Club of NSW,
who refitted them with Bristol Cherub engines (the fuselage being cut
back to accommodate this motor) and thereby started a tale of woe for
future owners. The Cherubs were heavier than the Blackburns and to
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keep below the design weight limit, the Department—never noted for
flexibility in such matters—put a limit of two gallons on the quantity of
fuel that could be carried!”

The first of the D.H.53s, G-EBHX, was the only survivor in airworthy
condition with the Shuttleworth Trust at Old Warden England having
been rebuilt with a number of new components after the war. It used to
be flown occasionally, but following extensive damage in a fatal crash it
is no longer airworthy and is now maintained as a static exhibit.
Would the Humming Bird make a good model? Well, a number of RC
models have been produced, of varying sizes. David Boddington also
produced a scale pack. One modeller who built a 60 inch (1524mm)
version powered it with an OS 26 Surpass motor. He gives this advice:
“Mine's as close to scale as I could get and it flew just fine. It's a bit of a
one speed device—full noise, it climbed slightly; less noise, it flew level;
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real quiet, it came down again. So don't try dragging it in dead stick.”
With that extensive sage advice ringing in your ears, why not give it a go?

__________________________________________________________
_______________
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Club Captains Report
Sel
Ever had one of those days where nothing
goes right and you think it might have been
better not to have got out of bed that day?
Well spare a thought for Gordon who
recently had "one of those days".
Started at the field when he had problems with not only one motor but
two of them that just wouldn't run. Gordon packs up early and heads for
home.

A few hours later there is an exchange of the following texts:Gordon - "Jeez what a s.... of an afternoon. Got home, put stuff back in
shed, thought I would recharge large starter batteries. Discover one not
working, as I'm carrying starter and motors to other bench catch my shirt
on tail of plane sitting on bench, model starts sliding off, made a grab
dropping motor in process. Plane falls off anyway breaking prop and
cracking cowl. Also falls onto wing of Pup smashing that off. Much
swearing (doesn't sound like you Gordon) ....Start separating batteries
held together with double sided tape, knife slips and chops off balance
wires plus main wire of good battery shorting it out in process, shower
of sparks and welds blade. Have the gods got it in for me today?"
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Sel - "Did I just read that? Sounds like a story from hell!"
Gordon - "I'm cowering in the corner too scared to move."
Sel - "I don't think you should touch anything and go to bed".
Gordon - "Electric blanket would probably catch fire. Found problem
with dead battery. Link between 2 cells has broken but I can't seem to
solder to together #@$*!"
Sel - "Jeez mate keep away from soldering iron there's lots of dangerous
things that can happen with one of those things."
Gordon - "Have descended that far down the black hole that nothing
could faze me now. Thanks for your helpful advise and wisdom!"
Sel- "Time for a wine just don't choke on it!"
End of communication.
Gordon has since recovered from his ordeal.
__________________________________________________________
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HMAC’s 2 I.C.
Reports on his Lock Down
Project
Over to you Gordon….Ed
Another Tiger Moth!
I seem to have developed a soft spot in recent
years of buying or taking over half completed
projects that other people have given up on for one reason or another.
This was another example... here I was at the Tauranga auction last year,
when I spied the sad looking bones of a Tiger Moth that had obviously
been started many years ago then put to one side and never completed.
So, feeling like a member of the SPCA I had to buy it to “save” it!
There was a semi completed fuse, wing frames and semi complete tail
feathers. Ha, I said to myself, I can make something out of that, I will
rescue you from rotting in the rafters! (Will I ever learn? Probably not!)
So, back at base a year later and with Covid still curtailing activities I
thought it time to drag it out and get stuck in.
A fair bit of time and effort later it now resembles a sort of Tiger Moth.
It’s “lineage” is unknown but could have been some sort of kitset as it
has a moulded cowl and fuel tank from some unknown plastic. However
the wood used appears to have been hand cut so maybe the original
builder just purchased these items and then built off a plan. (Of course I
do not have the plan).
When completed I covered it with Koverall & nitrate dope. Then primed
with 1k primer, water base house acrylic for colour, finished with 2 pack
clear.
As I am sick of silver or yellow Tiger Moth’s I had to look for
something a bit different. Colour scheme was chosen by scouring the
internet, I spotted an English “tiggy” which was a bit unusual but looked
easy to do and should be good for visibility in the sky as a model. (And
yes, it is fairly scale).
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Power is via an OS 95v four stroke which was a tight shoe horn to get
into the narrow cowl.
Model is 68”/ 1730mm span with pull/pull elevator & rudder.
I was hoping to get away with not needing functional rigging wires and
just using elastic for looks, but on giving it a good old shake
around....nooo. It needs functional wires to make the wings nice and
rigid so more bloody work! A bit of a mission but now it’s nice and solid.
The down side is that it’s a pain to put together but fortunately it will fit
in my van ready to go, so it can stay complete.

Gordons NOT Silver or Yellow Tiger Moth…….Nice Job
In hindsight I would have done the wing attachment/rigging in a
different manor to make things more user friendly but too late now!
Now to wait for a fine day and take it out for its maiden voyage which
probably has been a long time coming!
Gordon.
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Seagull Boomerang
Magnum 40A brand new & 4 Futaba
servos.
Never flown or engine started..$295.00
Thank you. Al Ward
mirajmusick@gmail.com
Please contact Al directly if interested….Ed.
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__________________________________________________________
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New North Korean Air Force Jet
This is stunning technology. I was truly in awe watching this thing get
off the ground.
I have no idea how such a closed system could develop such an aircraft.
This technology in the hands of the North Koreans is frightening.
Even with all of Trump's defence spending, I doubt we can deal with this
North Korean technology

video-386dc21bcd2e
12dca0420ab678c34228-V.mp4

Discovered by Al Ward behind enemy lines
__________________________________________________________
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June’s Field Day Antics

More lives than
Jesus?
Gordons “Back
from the dead”
rises again

Chris, Sel, Alan and
Rex (standing). Post
Covid on a freezing
Sunday afternoon,
preferable to a
lockdown anyday.
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Warren’s Tiger
Moth before and
unfortunately after.
A sad sight indeed.
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Lyle’s stunning Bi-Plane, flys nicely too

The ultimate mobile Man Cave. The trailer is Brian Collins ?
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Dennis back off to the flight line

Lyndon and Warren
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A note from our Remote
Member….Bruce Pickering
I finally got my large Skybolt finished, now it’s just a small matter of
weather!
Also I inherited an X-Cub (Hangar Nine) from Jason ( My Son)—they
sold their house in Christchurch, but he didn’t want to send all his
models to Australia, so I got a few of them. The X-Cub is fitted with
tundra tyres and is also now ready to fly. And I got back the small
Skybolt that I had given him a couple of years ago.
I miss the convenience of the field in Hamilton, it’s always a bit of a
mission to go to Kaikohe. I finally got to fly a couple of weeks ago,
when the weather looked okay, had two flights then the rain came down
again, in bucket loads!
Regards,
Bruce Pickering
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Parting Shot(s):

”Gonna need something stronger than Bars Bugs to get that off !”

& Friday Old Farts & Grey Ghost Squadron members.
(mostly standing around with their hands in their pockets
Yes you read that correctly, A Friday !....Ed.
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Coming Events 2020
July 2020
 HMAC Club Night Meeting
June 10, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 HMAC Monthly Fly in
July 12, 2020 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton

August 2020
 HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui (D) – Tentative Date TBC
August 2, 2020 9:00 am – 4:00 pm @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Horsham
Downs.
 HMAC Club Night Meeting
August 12, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 HMAC Monthly Fly in
August 16, 2020 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton

September 2020
 HMAC Club Night Meeting
September 9, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui (D) – Tentative Date TBC
September 27, 2020 9:00 am – 4:00 pm @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road,
Horsham Downs.

Next Flight Lines August 2020
August Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 5 August 2020

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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